
The Virtual Poetry Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 13 August 2020.

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS:  Tuesday 18 August 2020

Present: 
Jonathan Atkinson 
Veronica Carolan 
Ian Clark 
Adele Duffield 
Roger Gould 
Lesley Pemberton 

Welcome to another Virtual Poetry Group, which “met” on Thursday 13 August, 2020

Please comment on each poem and send your comments to me, by Monday night, 17 August.

For reference, there’s a list of past (commented) PDFs here:
www.whitbywriters.com/proceedings-of-virtual-meetings 


Click an item on the list, and the chosen PDF will be downloaded to your computer.

Matters Arising: 
LESLEY

Thanks for the comments on my poem ‘Valentine’ (VPG 30 July). I was concerned that it didn’t read well but 
your comments assured me it does. As I explained, it is about two different people; the first was actually named 
Valentine and the second refers to ‘my Valentine’ in the wider sense. Hope that clarifies for Adele. 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Jonathan Atkinson

Requiem: The Soldier

Down some cold field in a world outspoken
the young men are walking together, slim and tall,
and though they laugh to one another, silence is not broken;
there is no sound however clear they call.

They are speaking together of what they loved in vain here,
but the air is too thin to carry the things they say.
They were young and golden, but they came on pain here,
and their youth is age now, their gold is grey.

Yet their hearts are not changed, and they cry to one another,
'What have they done with the lives we laid aside?
Are they young with our youth, gold with our gold, my brother?
Do they smile in the face of death, because we died?'

Down some cold field in a world uncharted
the young seek each other with questioning eyes.
They question each other, the young, the golden hearted,
of the world that they were robbed of in their quiet paradise.

Humbert Wolfe

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

JONATHAN
As it's the 75th anniversary of  VJ Day, I thought a memorial poem would be suitable, and I suggest Down 

some cold field… by Humbert Wolfe, which de Bernieres used as the epigraph for Captain Corelli's Mandolin. 

ADELE
I thought we would get at least one war poem today because of  VJ Day 74 years on. 

I didn’t know this poem but enjoyed it. 

VERONICA
This poem is effective because the narrative flows without force and the rhyme is unobtrusive.  Perhaps the 

mood is set in the first four words: 'Down some cold field', the single syllables emphatic and chilling. 'A world 
outspoken' seems strange but serves to highlight the silent communication of  the dead soldiers who no longer 
have a voice.  The poem inverts the natural questioning of  the living about the world of  the dead, wondering 
instead about the world they have left.  Very much of  the period, personalising the loss and waste of  young lives. 

IAN
Humbert Wolfe joins the ranks of  the 30’s War Poets, Wilfred Owen (in particular). I’m thinking very much 

of  Strange Meeting, and Futility. 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Veronica Carolan

DAREST THOU NOW O SOUL

DAREST thou now O soul,
Walk out with me toward the unknown region,
Where neither ground is for the feet nor any path to follow?

No map there, nor guide,
Nor voice sounding, nor touch of human hand,
Nor face with blooming flesh, nor lips, nor eyes, are in that land.

I know it not O soul,
Nor dost thou, all is a blank before us,
All waits undream'd of in that region, that inaccessible land.

Till when the ties loosen,
All but the ties eternal, Time and Space,
Nor darkness, gravitation, sense, nor any bounds bounding us.

Then we burst forth, we float,
In Time and Space O soul, prepared for them,
Equal, equipt at last, (O joy! O fruit of all!) them to fulfil O soul.

Walt Whitman

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
Something quite appealing in the celebratory voice of  this poem At what you might expect to be a sad 

occasion to contemplate. 

VERONICA
I have loved this poem since singing in Towards the Unknown Region by Ralph Vaughan Williams.  Although it 

comes from the section 'Whispers of  Heavenly Death' in Leaves of  Grass, which follows the theme set in the 
poem chosen by Jonathan, I have always used it as a symbol of  the adventure of  the spiritual quest, when one is 
prepared to leave the safety of  conventional Christian wisdom to enter the realms of  mystical prayer. 

IAN
The second verse evokes “Seek for the Beauty that lies not in eyes nor braided hair” – Epistle of  Peter, if  

memory serves. Which makes me think again of  Wilfred Owen’s Strange Meeting, in which the dead interlocutor 
claims to have done just that. 
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Ian Clark

Matthew Arnold

His gift knew what he was—a dark disordered city; 
Doubt hid it from the father’s fond chastising sky; 
Where once the mother-farms had glowed protectively. 
Stood the haphazard alleys of the neighbour’s pity.

—Yet would have gladly lived in him and learned his ways. 
And grown observant like a beggar, and become
Familiar with each square and boulevard and slum,
And found in the disorder a whole world to praise.

But all his homeless reverence, revolted, cried: 
“I am my father's forum and he shall be heard.
Nothing shall contradict his holy final word, 
Nothing.” And thrust his gift in prison till it died.

And left him nothing but a jailor’s voice and face. 
And all rang hollow but the clear denunciation 
Of a gregarious optimistic generation
That saw itself already in a father’s place.

W H Auden

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
Nice bit of  Auden’s irony and his disappointment in humanity coming through here. Great stuff. 

VERONICA
A disturbing and difficult poem: perhaps only accessible when one understands the unique creative voice 

which emerges from a chaotic inner life.  I have interpreted 'his gift' as his true inner voice which lost the 
struggle to emerge from the all-pervasive influence of  his father.  Such a powerful line as 'thrust his gift in prison 
till it died' really conveys the effort it must have taken to repress his true personality or his muse. This takes away 
all creative energy. Scrolling through the web, I came across the following, which I found interesting. 

https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/matthew-arnold-seamus-perry/  

IAN
I didn’t really want to comment on my choice of  this poem: it has an idiosyncratic meaning for me which 

doesn’t travel – just to say that Auden’s diatribe against (or is it a lament for?) the featured poet utters an awful 
warning to me, and to poets in general. Or indeed to any creative artist (…which gets me off  the hook of  
seeming to pass myself  off  as a poet). 

But I wanted to know what others thought of  it. Veronica’s comments, and the commendable link she has 
unearthed, was everything I’d hoped for. Not to illuminate my own “dark city” (I prefer to keep the lights out on 
that one!) but at least to reassure me that I haven’t been totally missing the point about Matthew Arnold. 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Adele Duffield

The Wolf Reader
for Marilyn Hacker

There were the books, and wolves were in the books.
They roamed between words. They snarled and loped
through stories with bedraggled wolfish looks

at which the hackles rose and the world stopped
in horror, and she read them because she knew
the pleasures of reading, the page being rapt

with the magic of the fierce, and she could do
the talk of such creatures. So one day
when teacher asked if there were any who

could read, she rose as if the task were play,
to claim the story where she felt at home.
The tale was Riding Hood, the wolf was grey.

The fierceness was the wood where grey wolves roam.
She read it round, she read it through and through
It was as if the wolf were hers to comb,

like those bedraggled creatures in the zoo
that, trapped behind the bars, would snarl and stride
as you'd expect a page or wolf to do.

George Szirtes

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I love the way this poem twists the wolf  and the words on pages together here.  Interesting take on the theme 

of  this old fairy tale. 

VERONICA
I had to look up who this poet is (still alive), although I thank Adele for introducing me to Marilyn Hacker in 

an earlier edition.  Please tell  me if  you'd rather I didn't add links to pages, but I found this article fascinating, 
especially what Szirtes says about rhyme.  In this poem, he captures the fierce thrill of  danger and otherness that 
abounds in fairytales, the sinister lurking behind stories of  children. What a wonderful evocation of  poetry 
performed for the sheer joy of  expression. For that reason I found the last verse rather shocking, dragging the 
reader back into the real world where nature is trapped and tamed. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/george-szirtes 
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Roger Gould

The First Men on Mercury
Edwin Morgan 

– We come in peace from the third planet.
Would you take us to your leader?

– Bawr stretter! Bawr. Bawr. Stretterhawl?

– This is a little plastic model
of the solar system, with working parts.
You are here and we are there and we
are now here with you, is this clear?

– Gawl horrop. Bawr Abawrhannahanna!

– Where we come from is blue and white
with brown, you see we call the brown
here ‘land’, the blue is ‘sea’, and the white
is ‘clouds’ over land and sea, we live
on the surface of the brown land,
all round is sea and clouds. We are ‘men’.
Men come –

– Glawp men! Gawrbenner menko. Menhawl?

– Men come in peace from the third planet
which we call ‘earth’. We are earthmen.
Take us earthmen to your leader.

– Thmen? Thmen? Bawr. Bawrhossop.
Yuleeda tan hanna. Harrabost yuleeda.

– I am the yuleeda. You see my hands,

we carry no benner, we come in peace.
The spaceways are all stretterhawn.

– Glawn peacemen all horrabhanna tantko!
Tan come at’mstrossop. Glawp yuleeda!

– Atoms are peacegawl in our harraban.
Menbat worrabost from tan hannahanna.

– You men we know bawrhossoptant. Bawr.
We know yuleeda. Go strawg backspetter 
quick.

– We cantantabawr, tantingko backspetter 
now!

– Banghapper now! Yes, third planet back.
Yuleeda will go back blue, white, brown
nowhanna! There is no more talk.

– Gawl han fasthapper?

– No. You must go back to your planet.
Go back in peace, take what you have gained
but quickly.

– Stretterworra gawl, gawl…

– Of course, but nothing is ever the same,
now is it? You’ll remember Mercury. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I really like this poem. I didn’t know it but love a bit of  language  invention and cleverly learnt with a twist in 

the repeats. I see this promo being the inspiration for your own but I might be wrong. 

VERONICA
Another new poet for me.  This poem is vivid, making me cringe for the arrogance of  man (I use the word 

advisedly in this context).  It took a few readings to realise that the tables were turned by the end of  the poem - 
the astronauts losing their power of  English to the Mercurians, who send them back speaking Mercurian, 
themselves fluent in English.  Very ingenious. 

IAN
I remember being shown round Monument Valley by a Navajo guide. He explained one evocative hill of  

three spikes as saying W for Welcome! As he said it, he jabbed three fingers upwards viciously, and he wasn’t 
smiling. The natives of  Mercury are just as expressive, bald to start with but gaining in subtlety. If  you don’t 
immediately grasp what they’re saying in their conlang (“constructed language”), you soon get the message. 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Lesley Pemberton

THEY SHOULD HAVE ASKED MY HUSBAND

You know, this world is complicated and imperfect and oppressed, 
And it’s not hard to feel timid, apprehensive and depressed, 
It seems that all around us, tides of questions ebb and flow, 
And people want solutions, but they don’t know where to go.
Opinions abound but who is wrong and who is right?  
People need a prophet, a diffuser of the light, 
Someone they can turn to as the crises rage and swirl, 
Someone with the remedy, the wisdom, the pearl…
Well they should have asked my husband, he’s a man who likes his say, 
With his thoughts on immigration, teenage mums, Theresa May,*  
The future of the monarchy, the latest Brexit shocks, 
The wait for hip replacements, and the rubbish on the box.
Yes, they should have asked my husband, he can sort out any mess, 
He can rejuvenate the railways, he can cure the NHS, 
So any little niggle, anything you want to know, 
Just run it past my husband, wind him up and let him go.
Congestion on the motorways, free holidays for thugs, 
The damage to the ozone layer, refugees, drugs, 
These may defeat the brain of any politician bloke, 
But present it to my husband, he will solve it at a stroke.
He’ll clarify the situation, he will make it crystal clear, 
You’ll feel the glazing of your eyeballs and the bending of your ear, 
You may lose the will to live, you may feel your shoulders slump, 
When he talks about the President, Mr. Donald Trump.*
Upon these areas he brings his intellect to shine, 
In a great compelling voice that’s twice as loud as yours or mine, 
I often wonder what it must be like to be so strong, 
Infallible, articulate, self-confident and wrong.
When it comes to tolerance, he hasn’t got a lot, 
Joy riders should be guillotined, and muggers should be shot, 
The sound of his own voice becomes like music to his ears, 
And he hasn’t got an inkling that he’s boring us to tears.
My friends don’t call so often, they have busy lives I know, 
But it’s not every day you want to hear a windbag suck and blow, 
Google? Safari? On them we never call, 
Why bother with computers… when my husband knows it all.

Pam Ayres 
* She notes: “When I use this poem on stage, I update these verses to keep it topical.” 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ADELE
Love it. Very amusing and so often right. We all know someone like this in our lives. Entertaining! 

VERONICA
A real Pam Ayres this week, with a clever but gentle poke at her know-it-all husband.  I love 'wind him up and 

let him go'!  As the lines don't scan very well, this needs to be read with appropriate pauses and emphases to 
make it flow, and I can just hear the author performing it.  Just a throw-away line towards the end reveals the 
repellant effect a bore can have ('My friends don't call so often, they have busy lives I know) and makes the poem 
rather sad. 

IAN
Delightful! 
Satirises Middle England far more effectively (and efficiently) than Alf  Garnett ever did. 
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Now for our own poems… 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
Sitting down to do these comments is so enjoyable, Ian - I really look forward to exercising my mind, and 

there is always something to learn! (Ed: Thank you, Veronica. I feel just the same when compiling them.) 

LESLEY
Apologies - I haven’t had time to comment on all the poems individually this week but enjoyed reading them. 

There seemed to be a few ‘common themes’ in some of  the poems. 

ROGER
I enjoyed all the chosen poems, many new to me, but never it is for me to comment on them. 
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Jonathan Atkinson

The Arcadian Dream

The clappers ring their oddly pleasing discord,
heralding Meliboeus from the hill
as he returns with woolly crowd to town,
their udders heavy with the evening harvest.

On narrow tracks a slow, asthmatic train
wheezes its painful way to Tripolis,
rising, twisting, sinking, like storm-heaved ship
or cobra in slow motion, the visible link
of Arcady with great and powerful cities.

Dream, dream, green Arcady of times long past!
Sleep, you harsh limestone mountains, your 

long sleep!
The flock of Meliboeus has gone up
and come again two thousand times or more,
two thousand summers banished winter’s cold,
two thousand winters murdered summer’s 

warmth,
but nothing changes in your timeless vales
or on the slopes of your immortal heights.

Dream, dream, green Arcady of times long past!

And yet, and yet!  Nothing remains unchanged,
the ancient olives age and slowly die,
the sheep is slaughtered when she yields no 

more,
the vine uprooted, ceding place to new,
the hills worn down with centuries of rain.
Nothing remains unchanged, Green Arcady;
even in your quiet pastures of delight
death takes its due, and sorrow ends our 

dreams.

Few of us now have heard of Arcady,
the home of Pan, of wood and water nymphs,
the land of shepherds with competing music,
competing flutes, competing tenor songs,
leading and guarding flocks in upland pasture
on Erymanthian or Cyllenian hills.

Who tells now of the boar of Heracles,
the fearsome birds of the Stymphalian lake,
of Lerna’s hydra or Nemea’s great lion?

All these tales come back to me,
whilst dreaming of fair Arcady.

Let me tell you, who dream of Arcady,
of gentle sylvan scenes and landscapes fair,
of easy life from daily cares set free,

in green and distant Arcady,
there is a truth the rustic legends hide,
a real Arcadia behind Arcady’s mask,
a land of heat and cruel poverty,

a land you do not know
who dream of Arcady.

I too would gladly live in Arcady
the carefree life of rural solitude,
of quiet study and of poesy,
guarded by dryads, overseen by Pan.

I also dream of Arcady,
but know I too that it can never be,
that Arcady vanishes in the morning mist
beneath the harsh daylight of Arcadia.

30/4/00  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I’m not entirely sure about how this poem sits together as one. The second half  seems more dream-like than 

the first and yet you refer to dreams in the third stanza despite this half  seeming to be more of  realism in the 
main than the rest. I suppose I maybe struggled to understand its meaning and therefore miss the point a little. 
Very evocative poem though. 

VERONICA
Your first line took me straight to Corfu (not strictly Arcadia, I know) with the sound of  goat or sheep bells 

clonking in the fields as they descend to be milked.  The undulating progress of  the 'asthmatic train' is cleverly 
caught with the similes of  'storm-heaved ship or cobra in slow motion' in verse 2.  I wonder if  there is a 
Zeitgeist of  nostalgia at work here, with a reminder of  the passing of  time and the changes it brings. This has 
been a theme for a few weeks now.  The ageless landscape hosts life much as it did two thousand years ago yet is 
changed for ever, modern times having lost the awareness of  myth and legend, the gods mingling with 
humankind.  Your poem conveys the harsh reality of  poverty and relentless heat (climate change?) and the 
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romance has gone.  In contrast, maybe in answer to your question, there is a current revival of  interest in the 
ancient myths and legends, as made accessible by Stephen Fry recently (Mythos, Heroes). 

ROGER
The Arcadian Dream is a beautifully crafted poem and there is a clever differentiation between Arcady 

(legend) and Arcadia (reality), which points up the discomforts lost in mists of  legend. 

IAN
I didn’t know what Arid really meant, until I encountered the Greek mainland. It triggered a lifelong craving 

for bitter lemons. In contrast to the Greek Islands, which are everything that legend promises, and more (at least, 
I thought so, in my innocent youth.) I wonder if, like Mesopotamia, the landscape was vastly different back in the 
days when the legends were fabricated? 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Jonathan Atkinson

Acrocorinth
Only the butterflies

are worshipping Aphrodite
in the old way.

Demetrius is busy
standing guard over the old fort
in his little church

with the sad notice,
please don’t take anything,
it has no material value anyway.

The real guards
are the mosquitoes,
hiding in the grass,
ready to bite
as we pass,

and the hundreds of metres
straight up from the plain
that discourage most visitors.

Not that there’s a lot when you get here,
not like Athens,
with its shining marble,
its great columns
and its crowds.

No, Corinth is different,
higher, lonelier, special;
just Joe and his Dad
gazing at two seas and the isthmus,

and the butterflies
worshipping Aphrodite
in the old way.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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ADELE
I really like the way you begin and end with the butterflies repeating that line. There’s a sort of  drifting 

pointlessness or c’est la vie attitude to the message which fits the mood of  the long drag of  a journey up there. 
Very well achieved. 

VERONICA
I love the atmosphere you create here, Jonathan, with the half-forgotten monument protected by nature and 

landscape, and the simple, rarified reward of  peace and contemplation for those who brave the sentinels. 

ROGER
Acrocorinth has a great feel of  love about it, of  place, occasion and family. 

IAN
The butterflies are a great supporting cast to commend a venue that wouldn’t figure too prominently in the 

guidebooks. 
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Veronica Carolan

Spirit of Ecstasy

I saw you fly today 
elevated  
in silhouette  
free as silver cloud  
your head thrown back 
your throat 
stretched high in arabesque  
from shoulders firm and proud.
Your torso slim 
the ample bosom 
raised and statuesque  
with elegance endowed, 
I saw you ride  
exultant 
in the frothy fret 
of atmospheric crowd.
Upon the air 
your arms flung back 
you rode with speed unchecked  
defiant and unbowed  
until the elemental  
pressures of the skies 
dissolved your shapely set 
into a misty shroud.

2.8.20

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I love this poem. Not sure which statue you may be referring to but don’t think that matters. It paints a vivid 

picture of  awe and an almost divine capability in what we humans looking up to it, can only imagine. Beautifully 
written. 

ROGER
A clever play on words as you look at the real silver clouds and not the RR version. I can imagine the wonder 

of  the vision with the clouds moving to give the giant mascot image life. 
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Ian Clark
Memento mori
Living in Plainsboro, NJ, USA
in passing fit of tidy-mindedness
picked up the phone, dialled 1-800-CASKET
and presently there turned up at the door

a thin gaunt man, flawlessly dressed in gray
his thinning hair slicked with embalming fluid
he wore the timeless smile you see on skulls
a model of refined mortality.

I gave him tea and cookies, asked him
for business card to carry on my person
informing who to phone to fetch my body
said sorry to be unconventional.

No, he replied, a common thing to do.
I asked him ought I give him a deposit?
I could, he murmured, but he didn't want it.
They always told him the executor.

I've lived in several lands beside my own
But in the end I’ve always drifted back
where folk are sensible: even the wolves
look after you, as Russian friends once said.

The last time I slunk lamely back to England
I drove to Hastings from the ferry dock
where dusk descended on me in the graveyard
a windy ridge above my family home.

Whilst I was gone they’d had a hurricane:
trees I remember no more standing there.
Each stone cross like a biscuit had been snapped
and lay back prone upon its owner's grave.

Later cremations only got a rose
plus an identifying plastic tag.
Needless to say they’d mostly blown away.
My father: windblown into namelessness?

I wandered then at random through the wreck
and found my family's rosebed. Just three tags
remained, pushed in the yellow clay: those of
my mother’s brother, sister, and my father.

I took a trowel and heaped it up with earth
then drove north through the night to Wolsingham.
I strewed the earth on mother's grave, so she’d
not have to face eternity alone.
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ADELE
I struggled a little with the first half  as to whether the narrator is alive with an appointment with the 

undertaker, or a ghost (or dead person waiting to be taken to the grave by the undertaker). There is an ultimate 
sadness of  the broken gravestones we ironically they are no less complete than the modem replacements which 
have blown away in part. Nice touch with the earth being moved to keep the mother from being alone in 
America. Interesting poem tinged with levels of  sadness in separation. 

VERONICA
Death at the door again!  (Should there be a subject in v1?).  A narrative poem which begins in the US, 

written in blank verse and American spelling, and ends in Weardale.  So, in which land are the folks most 
sensible?  I like the echo of  'wolves' in v 5 with the use of  'slunk' in the next verse.  I remember the hurricane of  
1987.  It left a great swathe of  fallen trees along the Kentish weald near Sevenoaks, including the remaining 
'oaks' and much devastation elsewhere.  Your poem describes a similar fate of  monuments, the higher crosses 
taking the force of  the wind and snapping 'like a biscuit' - a good description.  The poem progresses from 
arrangements for the poet's funeral to a kind of  pilgrimage to the graves of  parents (this has overtones of  
pilgrimages at Walsingham for me) in England, which becomes a searching for identification tags scattered after 
the storm, not wishing a loved one to be nameless.  What a symbolic gesture, taking the earth from the family 
plot to mingle with that of  your mother's grave.  There is a universal yearning for there to be companionship/
communion in the afterlife, which is expressed in so many different ways. 

ROGER
What an interesting journey, and an infinitely sad one. Devastation on top of  desolation and yet ending in an 

act of  loving-kindness. 

IAN
It all happened exactly as I described. 
I was reminded of  it all (which I don’t think I’ve ever told anyone in detail) by the fact that last Sunday was 

my mother’s anniversary. The story continues after the poem ends, and I offer it as a hopeful counterbalance to 
an otherwise bleak tale.  

When I walked out of  that graveyard in Wolsingham, Weardale, having “ritually” laid down a cenotaph for my 
father, a breath of  wind would have blown me away. I had nowhere to go, and no one to go and stay with. 
Nobody knew I was back in England. I had no livelihood, no home, no home town, nothing but a camper van 
and a credit card with some credit on it. I overnighted in a lay-by and in the morning drove to nearby Crook to 
make some enquiries. By the end of  the day I had everything I lacked. A new life of  carefree bliss crystallised 
around me and the next two years are among my happiest memories. 

Chinese people would understand. They would say that I had honoured my ancestors, and although I had 
petitioned them for nothing they saw to my welfare. As a pragmatist I accept this explanation as a metaphor for 
establishing the right mindset to live and thrive. But it’s hard for me to deny that love can survive death. 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Adele Duffield

Mouldywarp

Uncle Bob worra mole catcher. 
Folk say ‘e wor the best round ar neck ot’ woods. 
‘e used to tek me n’ ar kid with ‘im 
when we broke up from school  
(sometimes ‘e took us on a school day anawl  
but ‘e nivver telt me Mam!) 
E’d tell us tales of ‘is best days, 
‘ow many ‘ed got, an’ ‘ow many o’t squires gev ‘im tips 
when they saw great rows o’ trophies 
lined up all ower their land. 
Proud as punch ‘e wor — 
    “See them thar mouldywarps ower yonder?” 
e’d say, an’ our eyes’d near pop out of us ‘eads, 
    “thems all mine”, with a glint in ‘is eye. 
E’d tell us ‘is tricks o’t trade  
an’ show us, when we put t’traps in wrong  
     “Tha’ll nivver be like me lad if tha does it like that”, 
     “’ere, and ‘ed tek time to show us ‘is craft 
‘til we ‘ad it done right. 
Ar kid (‘e wor only young, mind) sometimes cried  
when we sat n’ watched them traps. 
Set straight meant nowt ‘ad teken, 
but if we sat quiet n’ waited  
we’d see t’soil move an’t’ trap ‘d spring. 
Pulling out that warm, smooth, velvet varmin  
‘d set ‘im off n’ ‘is tears ‘d roll down ‘is cheeks. 
     “Tha great daft lass” Uncle Bob ‘d say 
     “t’land’s no good wi moles roaming in it, 
      ‘n’t squires won’t pay if the bleeders gets away, 
      tha’ll larn for this’en one o’ these days” 
but I’d just count another yan on’em into me sack  
eager to earn me own moleskin westcoat  
one o’ these days.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I always remember my father calling moles mouldywarps. He swore the soil from the hills they created were 

great for the garden. I remember as a child seeing rows of  moles lined up on fences and being deeply shocked by 
the exhibition of  these displays. I hated to see them as it seemed so cruel and unnecessary. 
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VERONICA
A performance poem, I think, which tells an evocative story with good characterisation.  I have a 'Geordie 

Bible' from my student days which I attempted to read in the accents I heard from my Newcastle friends.  Being 
picky, as you have put so much detail in, should there be another apostrophe in 'ed got'?  Sad how life squeezes 
the child's sensitivity of  feeling out of  us through hard necessity. 

ROGER
Wow! Well done for sustaining the dialect and for the marvellous images of  the old man and the boys (or was 

one you?). 

IAN
Mike phoned me from Driffield: he and Trevor have sold their station at last. But he’s moved too far away to 

attend a reconvened WWG. So now that we’ve lost our resident Yorkshire dialect writer, I wonder if  the position 
would interest you, Adele? 

Seriously though, it’s an impressive feat of  yours – and I fully endorse your feelings about the barbaric 
custom of  displaying the poor little creatures’ velvety corpses on a trophy rack, or whatever they call it. It’s not as 
if  the moles can see it, so surely it can’t be having any deterrent effect? 
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Roger Gould

Mach 3

A speed so sexy planes melt at the thought of it
not just supersonic its sound can’t stay with it
half way to hypersonic two others overtook it as well
objects moving just a touch
in dry air Is wetting them cheating?
at 20°C turnedturnedturnedoutoutoutoutnicenicenice

againagainaginagain
at sea level You are joking! What do we tell the ferries?
design obeys special rules I should hope so
the supersonic area rule supersounds supersense
the Whitcomb area rule definitely no trainers
most designs are similar all the originality is lost these days
observing the von Kanavan ogive one would be a fool not to
or the Sears-Haack body I fall asleep in its arms
governed by the Prandtl-Havet equation aren’t we all?
Mach 3 unbelievable.

Roger J Gould 12.8.20

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I didn’t understand many of  the terms and had to look these up in order to try and fully understand the 

poem but I’m sorry to say that I’m still struggling.  

(Nice to have you back though Roger - hope you’re well) 😊  

VERONICA
I found this a bit obscure until Roger explained it should be read side by side as a kind of  dialogue (an 

aside?!) rather than up and down.  Made much more sense when I imagined you reading this fascinating book 
and reacting wryly to it as you went along.  What did you mean by 'is wetting them cheating?'   A clever and 
amusing poem once you get your head around it! 

IAN
Ah, the random thoughts that go through my head as I read technical papers. It would be a sad world (albeit 

entirely of  my own making) if  my mind didn’t have the tendency to go rambling off  into the realms of  the 
irrelevant. And I guess anything travelling at Mach 3 unavoidably leaves most of  us choking in its vapour trail! 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Lesley Pemberton

Pegasus

On the wings of Pegasus
Fly to your fantasy dawn
The great white beast will carry you
Beyond the dreams of the morn
But take care when resting yourself
Upon the wingèd horse
You may miss your destination
Or fly past the truest course
For the wings of time unfold
Telling you what has passed has gone
And already you are moulding
The future yet to come
That which sprang from evil
The horse from the fountain of blood
Can never aspire to heaven
Can never acclaim to good
Only with a golden bridle
Can you tame winged Pegasus
But your death and his place amongst the stars
Are the ultimate result

––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
I like the idea of  this poem and your rhyme for every alternate line works well except the final line. I also 

think it would be worth trying to alter the penultimate line as it looks incongruous on the page being so long and 
is also a little awkward on the rhythm as a result. I think it’s promising except for the work needed at the end. 

ROGER
My classical knowledge needed reinforcing before I could appreciate the many allusions in your poem, which 

are clever. I wonder if  you are talking to a present day mortal or Bellerophon? As an allegory it gives sound 
advice to those with ambition. 

IAN
I’ve often contemplated the Winged Horse, and it seems Lesley has done so too: to better effect that I’ve ever 

managed. It’s a great vehicle for astral journeys – cooler than a secondhand Tesla, though lacking the latter’s seat 
belt – or indeed any safety accessory, as the poet hints. 

I note that the neo-pagan gift shops have morphed the ever-popular “Peggy” into a winged unicorn, which 
has even greater potential. Plus there’s something to hang onto.  

But sadly there’s no legend attached, nor does it have a name (so far as I know). Alas, today’s sweet young 
things prefer riding around on dragons, the perfect answer to road-rage. 
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